
Evidenty West Rulers has been Decieving on in Covid Eradication !.
<All the People Virus Testing=Making who is Infected and who is Not !!>
Still now,any nations could not have eradicated Covid,but has been facing
more increasing infections with social decline,but except the China of all people
virus testing.A Japanese politician had happened to disclose their very insidious
and malicious views in national Covid policy<2020/11/28>.

[１]:All the People Virus Testing=Making who is Infected and who is Not !!
The unprecedented malicious virus war could be completely defeated by only it !
⒜Minister of Health-Labor-Welfare Tamura cites "Complete Digging own Grave" .
The new corona research view of UK medical journal had turned 180 degrees.
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/a24f7abdeb710e3b0065e63a5e536baecc71f1b4
In recent Japan diet debating.minister Tamura was asked why “PCR testing will not
increase ?." He quoted a model study of the UK'CMMID COVID-19 Working Group'. But this
group announced new research in Octover.PCR tests for no symptoms are effective. They
had changed previous opinion by 180 degree since the June paper.

⒝Coronavirus infection tracker-World Map-
https://vdata.nikkei.com/en/newsgraphics/coronavirus-world-map/
⒞-Do try this at home: how one Italian town fought coronavirus.The evidence is
clear: Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/08/17/how-china-controlled-the-coronavirus
In the world,unprecedented and outrageous absurd social and economy confusing is ruling
only due to not knowing who is infected and who not.Thereby it is all people testing.
China and ...could substantially have the success by “All People Testing”.In other confusing
world,it is evident that the ruler has been playing malicious pseudo incompetent in
eradicating the virus.Why ?.It is climate that would cause ugly nations who could not save all
nation people life by any more.Now the world has heading toward era of Operation
EndGame* the ugly final survival one.How to turn it ?!!.Then our life would be destined by
USA,and China.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

*Hereditary elite’s(Rockefeller and UK imperial)global depopulation plan.Thus
mankind destiny is ruled by extremely few elites with massive obedient subordinates.

[２]:One will not believe simpicity,but complicated incomprehensible??
As for the medical matter on Covid 19,it seems many difficult infomations now is ruling on ?.
In some case,the supreme truth is simple.
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[３]:A Beathing Way Make Mind Stability !.
https://www.headspace.com/meditation/breathing-exercises
https://www.mindful.org/use-breath-strengthen-mind/
Many tell that a breathing way make one’s mind stability.Thus you never be infected Covid
destroying your breathing.Take face mask in tallking friends toward alll people testing.

https://www.headspace.com/meditation/breathing-exercises
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